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Verlyn Flieger. Green Suns and Faërie: Essays on
J.R.R. Tolkien. Kent State University Press, 2012.
xi + 331 pp., $24.95 (softcover). Reviewed by
Douglas C. Kane.

T

he publication of Verlyn Flieger’s latest
book, Green Suns and Faërie: Essays on
J.R.R. Tolkien is an important milestone in the
field of Tolkien scholarship. I hesitate to call it
Flieger’s most important book; after all, each of
her three previous books of Tolkien scholarship
are essential reading to anyone interested in furthering their understanding of Tolkien’s work, and
her first book, Splintered
Light, literally revolutionized the field. However,
Green Suns is certainly
Flieger’s most personal
work, in that it documents
the development of her
long consideration of Tolkien’s canon over the
course of over thirty years.
That in itself makes this
an important work. Nonetheless, most of the essays
contained in this book
have been published before in different contexts.
The question that I had
when I first heard about
this book’s pending publication was whether the
result would be a series of
disconnected pieces, or
whether bringing them
together would create a coherent whole. I am
happy to report that the book exceeded my expectations in this regard. Virtually all of the essays (many of which I had read before), took on
new meaning when considered together with
their neighbors and in the context of the overriding theme of the book, like individual flowers,
pretty by themselves, but taking on new and
more profound aspects as part of a well-tended
and finely choreographed garden.

That overriding theme is based on the two
terms that form the title of the book — “Green
Suns” and “Faërie” — both of which are taken
from Tolkien’s own essay “On Fairy-stories.”
Few authors have as successfully described their
own work as Tolkien does in this essay, and no
one has done a better job than Flieger in interpreting and expanding upon that self-reflection.
Each of the essays in this book contribute in
different ways to understanding Tolkien’s
unique success in creating a viable and compelling secondary world that continues to have relevance in the primary
world of the twenty-first
century. The book is divided into three parts. The
first part, “Tolkien Subcreator” focuses on the
nitty-gritty of how Tolkien successfully created
his secondary worlds. The
second part, “Tolkien in
Tradition,” looks at how
Tolkien borrows from —
and adapts — elements
from mythic literature
dating back to the Middle
Ages. The final part,
“Tolkien and His Century,” concentrates on
showing the relevance of
Tolkien’s mythology —
for all of his elements
rooted in the past — to
his own time. Weaving
through these different
but complementary sections is the secondary theme of the ongoing development of Flieger’s own thought processes
about Tolkien’s work, as newer and older essays
are interspersed throughout all three parts. The
result is a fascinating journey into to the minds
of both one of the greatest authors of modern
times, and of the scholar who has arguably gone
deeper than anyone else in delving into the
meaning and significance of that author’s work.
Part One, “Tolkien Sub-creator,” contains
eight essays. It begins, appropriately enough, by
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going directly to the source by looking at the
“On Fairy-stories” essay and how it relates to
Tolkien’s own fiction, in “Fantasy and Reality:
J.R.R. Tolkien’s World and the Fairy-story Essay.” As the title implies, Flieger discusses various ways in which the fantastical elements of
Tolkien secondary world are actually firmly
rooted in reality.
Next is one of the most important essays in
the book, “The Music and the Task: Fate and
Free Will in Middle-earth.” This essay first was
presented at Mythcon 39 and stirred considerable controversy then ... and since. It later was
published in Tolkien Studies 6, and continued to
be so controversial that a rebuttal essay was even
published in the following year’s issue. The controversy is largely generated by Flieger’s willingness to take Tolkien at his word in his statement
(published in Chapter One of The Quenta Silmarillion but actually written as part of the The
Ainulindalë ) that the Music of the Ainur is “as
fate” to all of the denizens of Arda other than
Men, a statement that existed virtually unchanged in any significant way for the entire history of Tolkien’s legendarium. However, by focusing on rejecting the contradictions that this
acceptance creates, these critics miss the point
that Flieger is making. The importance is not the
bare fact that Men have free will and the Elves do
not (a statement that has little real meaning
when stated in bald black and white terms). The
importance is in the discussion of the reasons for
this seeming contradiction. Flieger notes that
there are strategic and personal reasons, as well
as a sub-creative one, the latter being “to provide
a plausible mechanism for change in an ordered
universe” (36). The discussion, particularly of
this latter sub-creative reason, expands upon
thoughts that Flieger has previously explored,
particularly in Splintered Light, and represents in
some respects the culmination of her long exploration into the meaning of Tolkien’s work.
The following essays are also important.
“Tolkien and the Idea of the Book,” Flieger’s
contribution to The Lord of the Rings 1954–2004:
Scholarship in Honor of Richard E. Blackwelder,
presents a concrete example of Tolkien borrowing from the real world to enhance his secondary
4

world, a real life prototype for the Red Book of
Westmarch. “Tolkien on Tolkien: ‘On Fairystories,’ The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings,”
published here for the first time (though presented at the Tolkien 2005 Conference in Birmingham), explores the idea that Tolkien “used
the mistakes he perceived himself to have made
in [The Hobbit] to develop and articulate in ‘On
Fairy-stories’ a theory of fantasy and subcreation, which he then put into practice in The
Lord of the Rings” (54), a concept also discussed
by Flieger and Doug Anderson in their introduction to their expanded edition of Tolkien On
Fairy-stories.
“When is a Fairy Story a Faërie Story?”
leaves the Middle-earth legendarium and instead
discusses Tolkien’s purest story about “Faërie”,
Smith of Wootton Major (my favorite by far of
Tolkien’s shorter fiction). “The Footsteps of
Ælfwine” is reprinted from Tolkien’s Legendarium, the seminal collection of essays on The History of Middle-earth that Flieger edited with Carl
Hostetter. This essay tracks the role that the archetypal figure of the “Elf-friend” plays throughout Tolkien’s fiction, both in the Middle-earth
legendarium and beyond. “The Curious Incident
of the Dream at the Barrow: Memory and Reincarnation in Middle-earth” is another essay that
first appeared in Tolkien Studies, in this case the
fourth volume. In this essay Flieger closely examines a single incident in The Lord of the Rings:
Meriodoc Brandybuck’s dream in the barrow in
which he experiences the death of a man from
the older world of Cardolan, as well as Tolkien’s
exploration of reincarnation as it applies to the
Elves, and in his time travel story The Notion
Club Papers. This paper in particular takes on
new meaning in relation to “The Music and the
Task” and its discussion about the Tolkien’s explicit effort to distinguish his mythopoeic fiction
with his Catholic faith. The last essay in this part,
“Whose Myth Is It,” originally appeared in the
1997 proceedings of the Arda Symposium at the
Second Northern Tolkien Festival in Oslo, and
also was adapted as part of Flieger’s last book,
Interrupted Music. This is another case of an essay taking on new meaning in the context of this
collection, with the overall focus on Tolkien’s

successful sub-creation of a secondary world
adding a new and different coloration to this
study of his usage of differing points of view.
Part Two, “Tolkien in Tradition,” is the
longest of the three parts, with ten essays covering 122 pages. In the first essay, “Tokien’s Wild
Men from Medieval to Modern,” Flieger provides several examples of Tolkien’s use of “a traditional figure in medieval romance and history:
that fugitive from society and the outlier on the
edge of civilization known as the Wild
Man” (113). This essay provides a prime example
of Flieger’s ability to think outside the box. The
examples that she cites are increasingly eccentric. She begins with the most obvious example,
Ghân-Buri-Ghân. Next are Aragorn and Túrin,
both of whom make sense with a bit of consideration, as does Gollum, the fourth example. But
who in their right mind would think to include
the genteel Hobbit Frodo Baggins as an example
of Tolkien’s use of the traditional figure of the
Wild Man? That Flieger not only makes it work,
but uses the example to demonstrate how Tolkien is able to successfully weave a traditional
motif into his unique secondary world is a prime
demonstration of the creativity of her own
thought process.
In “Tolkien and the Matter of Britain,”
Flieger addresses the influence of the central
British myth — that of Arthur — on Tolkien in
the creation of his own mythology. Then, in
“Frodo and Aragorn: The Concept of the Hero” (the oldest essay in the book, dating back to
1981) she tackles the differing ways that Tolkien
incorporates medieval “epic and fairy-tale archetypes” (113) into his modern story. In “Bilbo’s
Neck Riddle,” Flieger provides yet another example of how much depth underlies The Hobbit,
Tolkien’s supposedly simplistic children’s tale.
In this essay she demonstrates how Bilbo’s final
riddle to Gollum — which appears both to Gollum and to the modern reader to be less than an
authentic riddle — actually qualifies as a “neck
riddle” in the “no less fictive but much more traditional world of Scandinavian mythology” (162).
In “Allegory versus Bounce” Flieger revisits
Smith of Wootton Major, this time as part of a

debate with that other dean of Tolkien scholarship, Tom Shippey, about the allegorical nature
of that tale. It is joy to watch these two leading
lights of Tolkien scholarship exchange differing
ideas on the same subject. And which one do I
agree with? That question is surprisingly easy to
answer: both of them!
Next are two essays addressing the influence
of Finnish mythology on Tolkien. First is “A
Mythology for Finland: Tolkien and Lönnrot as
Mythmakers,” in which Flieger talks about how
Tolkien was influenced from a young age by the
example set by Elias Lönnrot, the compiler of the
Finnish Kalevala, about whom was said, “[a]
single man, by scurrying about, has created a
heritage for us” (181). The difference, of course,
was that Tolkien himself wrote his whole body of
work, rather than “scurrying about” collecting it.
The second essay is “Tolkien, Kalevala, and ‘The
Story of Kullervo’,” the newest essay in the book,
presented here for the first time. This essay “grew
out of [Flieger’s] work with the manuscript of
the story” (x), which was published in Tolkien
Studies, Volume 8. This story, written sometime
between 1912 and 1914, was Tolkien first effort
at borrowing from the Kalevala, which ultimately had such a profound influence on Tolkien’s
legendarium, particularly the tale of Túrin. This
essay provides valuable insights into how that
early effort was “an important step on the winding road from imitation to invention” (201).
Flieger looks at Celtic influence on two aspects of Tolkien’s work in “Brittany and Wales
in Middle-earth.” Specifically she examines how
he borrowed from Brittany in his treatment of
the Otherworld (or Faërie, as Tolkien called it),
as well as the Welsh influence on the creation of
Tolkien’s invented language, Sindarin. In “The
Green Knight, the Green Man, and Treebeard:
Scholarship and Invention in Tolkien’s Fiction,”
Flieger provides an example — in the form of the
character of Treebeard — of how “[t]he intersection of imagination and scholarship was the
flashpoint at which his creativity ignited. The
result in The Lord of the Rings is a work deeply
rooted in medieval tradition and at the same
timely created, wholly fresh and original” (211).
The final essay in this part, “Missing Person,”
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discusses the fact that despite the obvious JudeoChristian influence (and particularly that of Tolkien’s deeply-felt Catholic faith) on his fiction,
there is no Christ in his mythic world, and no
overt references to religion or religious practices.
This essay, dating back to 1986, is another example of one that takes on greater significance in
the context of this book. One can trace some of
the threads of the development of Flieger’s
thought over the years when reading this piece
side by side with “The Music and the Task.”
The final part is the shortest, with only seven
essays covering 71 pages. “A Cautionary Tale:
Tolkien’s Mythology for England,” written in
2003 just as the Peter Jackson films of The Lord
of the Rings were winding down and the increase
of critical analysis of Tolkien’s work that seemed
to accompany them was in evidence, discusses
Tolkien’s famous misnomer that he sought to
create a “mythology for England” (what he actually said was that he wanted to create a mythology dedicated to England, though as Flieger points
out, there is “little qualitative difference between
the two phrases” [314, n. 1].) Flieger shows that
Tolkien’s mythology paints a picture of “a culture in decline, torn by dissension and split by
factions, a society perpetually at war with itself” (238).
In “The Mind, The Tongue, and the Tale,”
another new essay that was presented in somewhat different form at the 2010 Modena Conference on Tolkien and Philosophy, provides a
number of examples of Tolkien’s philosophy of
language, as well as revisiting the influence of
Owen Barfield’s theory of Poetic Diction on Tolkien (discussed at length in Splintered Light) and
that of nineteenth century German Romanticism. This is followed by “A Post-modern Medievalist,” which as the title suggests shows that
despite evoking a medieval sensibility in The
Lord of the Rings, Tolkien actually successfully
employs a number of post-modern literary devises, and that ultimately he is “an essentially
modern author using all the authorial tools and
techniques available from whatever period —
writing to, and for, and about any audience from
his own time and beyond it that can appreciate
his story” (261).
6

“Taking the Part of Trees: Eco-conflict in
Middle-earth,” which was previously published
in 2000 in Clark and Timmons’s J.R.R. Tolkien
and His Literary Resonances, has long been a
favorite of mine, so I was pleased to see it in this
collection. It provides another good example of
Flieger’s ability to pierce the veil of Tolkien’s sub
-creation. Flieger describes the wildly contradictory portrait that Tolkien paints and trees and
forests in The Lord of Rings and elsewhere, for
instance contrasting the wildness and danger of
the Old Forest and Fangorn Forest with the tranquility of Lothlórien, and traces what this means
with regard to Tolkien’s success at sub-creation.
Because of the very believability, the “inner
consistency of reality” of the world he created, he has always been and continues to be
held to a higher standard that most authors.
We require of fiction that it be consistent, a
demand we rarely make of real life and
would not get if we did demand it. We have
especially required of Tolkien that his subcreation — so vivid and convincing that
many of his readers pretend to live there —
stick to its own norms, when the wonder is
that he managed to achieve as much consistency within it as he did. (274)
The irony is that here, this very inconsistency
makes Tolkien’s secondary world all the more
successful in reflecting the real world.
The next two essays both address how Tolkien’s real-life and particularly wartime experiences influenced his fiction, especially the character of Frodo Baggins. The first, “Gilson, Smith
and Baggins,” reflects on the loss of two members of Tolkien’s first fellowship, the TCBS, in
World War I, and the influence that had on Tolkien’s writings. The second, “The Body in Question: The Unhealed Wounds of Frodo Baggins” (another new essay that makes its first appearance here), “continues along the same lines
with a more focused look at the war-torn body of
Frodo Baggins” (235). In the final essay, “A Distant Mirror: Tolkien and Jackson Through the
Looking Glass,” Flieger compares the way Tolkien reflects older stories (such as the cup stolen

from Smaug by Bilbo being taken directly from
Beowulf with Jackson consciously borrowing
from previous fantasy films such as The Wizard
of Oz and Star Wars, the latter of which itself
liberally borrows from Tolkien himself. Flieger
then concludes by noting that in The Lord of the
Rings, Tolkien demonstrates a more mature
form of “mirroring” in which “external allusion
is largely replaced by an internal self-reflexivity
more like that of the Beowulf poem’s awareness
of its own origins” (300). This is a fitting conclusion to the book in that it provides a vivid example of the type of advance that Tolkien made as a
writer from when he wrote The Hobbit, through
the ideas expressed in “On Fairy-stories,” and
finally reflected in The Lord of the Rings, as discussed in earlier essays, particularly “Tolkien on
Tolkien.”
These rather cursory comments only hint at
what a joy it is to read Green Suns and Faërie.
Flieger’s writing is as clear as it is insightful,
often a rare quality in an academic work. There
is no sense of an attempt to show off her erudition, nor is there any need for her to do so; her
knowledge of Tolkien’s work is obvious
throughout, as is her passionate appreciation of
it. I can think of no higher compliment than to
say that it is impossible to read this book without
increasing one’s own knowledge of and appreciation for Tolkien’s work. ≡
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J.R.R. Tolkien. The Art of The Hobbit. Ed. Wayne
G. Hammond and Christina Scull. Harper Collins, 2011. 144 p., £25.00 (hardcover). Reviewed
by Edward J. Kloczko.

W

ayne G. Hammond and Christina Scull
have assembled just over 100 drawings
in this very handsome art book. Most of them
have been published before but this time the
printing and the colors are absolutely perfect.
And some, if not all, of the never-seen pictures
are really worthwhile. My favorite among these
is No. 51, the “Entrance to the Elvenking’s Halls”
with large trees in the foreground.
Tolkien was a gifted illustrator, even if he
had difficulty with the Human (and Hobbit)
body. In the 90’s I had the opportunity to talk
with Jean Giraud dit Moebius, a French comics
artist. I believe he is also quite known in the U.S.
He was very much impressed by Tolkien’s art
and especially by Nargothrond (illustration No.
54 in the book).
The book is divided in twenty-two sections,
with an Introduction and an Afterword. BagEnd Underhill, The Hill: Hobbiton, A Letter to
Bilbo, The Trolls, Rivendell, Thror’s Map. The
Misty Mountains, Beorn’s Hall, Mirkwood, The
Elvenking’s Gate, The Forest River, Lake-town,
The Front Gate, Conversation with Smaug,
Smaug Flies around the Mountain, Death of
Smaug, The Lonely Mountain and the Long
Lake, Wilderland, The Hall at Bag-End,
Binding Designs, Dust-jacket Art, Portrait of
Bilbo. Each section has a short commentary;
however, there is no thoughtful analysis of
the drawings or Tolkien’s technique. Hammond and Scull deal mostly with how the
pictures relate to the text, and are sometime
a little too descriptive for my taste. The Introduction is a welcome resume of Tolkien’s
work, if a little too diluted in style.
For those who (like myself) are into anything Elvish coming from Tolkien, the Letter
to Bilbo from Thorin done in tengwar is a
must! It has even some new, never before
published, tehtar, or diacritical signs. Regarding the name Esgaroth written in
tengwar on p. 114, I wouldn’t be so sure that
8

Tolkien wrote Ezgaroth as Hammond and Scull
presume. That name looks strange in itself. The
first tengwa, shaped like a big c, stands for an e,
and was transformed by Tolkien into a Latin E
by drawing a central bar to it. The mode is not
the same as the one used in Thorin’s letter,
where for e a dotted j is used (like in the word
‘unnecessary’), and the tengwa c stands for an o
(like in ‘Thorin’, at the start of the letter). I wonder if the strangely shaped áze is not in fact just a
badly drawn silme.
The three runes that Gandalf scribbled on
Bilbo’s doors are much more readable than before, on picture No. 3. These, using Tolkien’s
names, are the ‘birch’ rune (for Bilbo?), the
‘man’ rune or maybe the ‘day’ rune (for Door?),
the last one is ‘ing’, the diamond rune, which
however does not appear in the list of AngloSaxon runes used by Dwarves as provided by
Tolkien. [It strikes me that B is more likely for
Burglar. What do readers think? — Editor.]
At the very end of the book (p. 144), the call
numbers of the drawings in the Bodleian Library
and at Marquette University have been included,
which is very welcome and will be helpful to
scholars. Do I really have to tell you that you can
buy it with your eyes wide shut, as the saying
goes in French? ≡

2012 MYTHOPOEIC AWARD FINALISTS
Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for
Adult Literature
Lisa Goldstein, The Uncertain Places (Tachyon)
Erin Morgenstern, The Night Circus (Doubleday)
Richard Parks, The Heavenly Fox (PS Publishing)
Catherynne M. Valente, Deathless (Tor)
Jo Walton, Among Others (Tor)
Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for
Children’s Literature
Lisa Mantchev, Théâtre Illuminata series, consisting of Eyes Like Stars, Perchance to
Dream, and So Silver Bright (Feiwel and
Friends)
Tamora Pierce, Beka Cooper trilogy, consisting
of Terrier, Bloodhound, and Mastiff (Random
House)
Delia Sherman, The Freedom Maze (Big Mouth
House)
Maggie Stiefvater, The Scorpio Races (Scholastic)
Catherynne M. Valente, The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship of Her Own
Making (Feiwel and Friends)
Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in
Inklings Studies
Jason Fisher, ed. Tolkien and the Study of His
Sources: Critical Essays (McFarland, 2011)
Wayne G. Hammond and Christina Scull, The
Art of the Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien (HarperCollins, 2011)
Carl Phelpstead. Tolkien and Wales: Language,
Literature and Identity (Univ. of Wales Press,
2011)
Sanford Schwartz. C.S. Lewis on the Final Frontier: Science and the Supernatural in the Space
Trilogy (Oxford Univ. Press, 2009)
Steve Walker, The Power of Tolkien’s Prose: Middle-earth’s Magical Style (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009)
Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in
Myth and Fantasy Studies
Ruth B. Bottigheimer, Fairy Tales: A New History (SUNY Press, 2009)
Bonnie Gaarden, The Christian Goddess: Archetype and Theology in the Fantasies of George

MacDonald (Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. Press,
2011)
Ursula K. Le Guin, Cheek by Jowl (Aqueduct
Press, 2009)
Darrell Schweitzer, The Fantastic Horizon: Essays
and Reviews (Borgo Press, 2009)
Jack Zipes, The Enchanted Screen: The Unknown
History of Fairy-Tale Films (Routledge, 2011)
The Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature
is given to the fantasy novel, multi-volume, or singleauthor story collection for adults published during
2011 that best exemplifies the spirit of the Inklings.
Books are eligible for two years after publication if
not selected as a finalist during the first year of eligibility. Books from a series are eligible if they stand on
their own; otherwise, the series becomes eligible the
year its final volume appears. The Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Children’s Literature honors books for
younger readers (from Young Adults to picture books
for beginning readers), in the tradition of The Hobbit or The Chronicles of Narnia. Rules for eligibility
are otherwise the same as for the Adult Literature
award. The question of which award a borderline
book is best suited for will be decided by consensus of
the committees.
The Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Inklings Studies is given to books on Tolkien, Lewis, and/or Williams that make significant contributions to Inklings
scholarship. For this award, books first published
during the last three years (2009–2011) are eligible,
including finalists for previous years. The Mythopoeic
Scholarship Award in Myth and Fantasy Studies is
given to scholarly books on other specific authors in
the Inklings tradition, or to more general works on
the genres of myth and fantasy. The period of eligibility is three years, as for the Inklings Studies award.
The winners of this year’s awards will be announced
during Mythcon XLIII, to be held from August 3-6, in
Berkeley, California. A complete list of Mythopoeic
Award winners is available on the Society web
site: http://www.mythsoc.org/awards/.
The finalists for the literature awards, text of recent
acceptance speeches, and selected book reviews are
also listed in this on-line section. For more information about the Mythopoeic Awards, please contact
the Awards Administrator: David D. Oberhelman, awards@mythsoc.org.
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Anthony Burdge, Jessica Burke, and Kristine Larsen,
eds. The Mythological Dimensions of Neil Gaiman.
Kitsune Books, 2012. 292 pp., $15.00 (softcover). Reviewed by Hugh H. Davis.

I

n a May 2012 commencement address to Philadelphia’s University of the Arts, Neil Gaiman said to
the audience of graduates, as he recounted the early
days of his career, “No one ever seemed to mind that
I was making it all up as I went along.” Given his
track record, Gaiman likely has realized that none
mind that he has made and does make things up as he
goes along, for his is one of the great imaginative
minds of this age, and, arguably, one of the great fantasy writers of any age. While Gaiman’s commentary
focused on the freedom he felt when he started writing to find his own path, his imaginative works reveal
that he has maintained the joy of sub-creation
throughout his career, although one might challenge
his implicit suggestion that he does not follow rules in
his story-telling. Indeed, Gaiman’s canon of works
often revolve around the very nature of story-telling
and myth-making, so that his efforts at “making it
up” drive his creative output to critical successes.
Gaiman’s creative output and its engagement in myth
-making are the subject of a wide-ranging and impressive collection, The Mythological Dimensions of
Neil Gaiman, jointly edited by Anthony Burdge, Jessica Burke, and Kristine Larsen. This anthology offers
fifteen erudite essays which begin to explore the prismatic story-telling of Neil Gaiman.
Many writers deal with myth and myth-making,
through their creation of secondary worlds and their
refashioning and retelling of traditional tales. However, Gaiman’s output is incredibly varied, as he has
authored comic books, poems, short stories, fantasy
novels for adults, fairy tales for children, screenplays
for films, episodes for television series, and audio
dramas. As a result, the Gaiman canon is one of the
most multi-dimensional in terms of style (at least
until Gaimanesque is accepted into the lexicon), genre, and works, making the author an apt subject for
the second volume in this delightful new critical series. The first Mythological Dimensions volume, on
Doctor Who, gave appropriate critical attention to the
ever-evolving mythos for that British series and considered the program’s approach to mythology, both
those it incorporated and those it created. Neil
Gaiman, who, fittingly, penned an episode of the revived Doctor Who, incorporates, considers, and creates myths throughout his writing, “making it up” as
well as responding to and through story-telling.
Gaiman and Gaiman’s work are always engaged and
10

engaging in a conversation about and through the
telling of tales. Just as the Doctor Who volume suggested a platform from which scholars could discuss
that unfolding text and its use of “transmedia” (a
term coined in that collection for the way Doctor
Who began as a television series but now embodies
much more), this volume suggests a platform from
which scholars can discuss Neil Gaiman, one of the
first truly transmedia authors.
Gaiman’s impressive diversity of works as author
and co-author are a testament to his imagination and
to his strong legacy as a fantasy writer. Well-read, he
weaves into and draws from the greater tapestry of
mythos begun and embellished by tale-tellers before
him. In his commencement address, Gaiman said to
his listeners, “The urge at first is to copy, and that’s
not a bad thing. Most of us only find our voices when
we’ve sounded like a lot of other people.” He continued to advise them that their greatest asset is the personal voice they bring to their art, and so, too, one
finds Gaiman’s assets. Throughout his career, he has
built upon the myths told before him, and he has
found his voice through these conversations with
other writers.
True to its subject, The Mythological Dimensions
of Neil Gaiman features a series of essays which study
Gaiman’s conversations with earlier writers and texts
and analyzes the voice he provides. Melody Green (in
“Ravens, Librarians and Beautiful Ladies”) applies
Bakhtinian theory while noting the potential connections between the works of Gaiman and George MacDonald, and Chelsey Kendig (in “The Problem with
Bod”) connects Gaiman to C.S. Lewis and a vexing
point from The Chronicles of Narnia. In both of these
solid chapters, the authors note Gaiman as fan-writer,
an author whose literature responds to prior works
and even engages questions they pose. Anthony S.
Burdge (in “So Long and Thanks for all the Dents! A
Guide for the Hitchhiker through the Worlds of
Douglas Adams and Neil Gaiman”) notes Gaiman as
fan-critic, as a young writer who playfully engages
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy as seminal text.
These writers and their colleagues show that
Gaiman’s work resides in the fertile ground where
writer and critic co-exist. These overlaps are profoundly discussed in two superior essays, Jason Fisher’s “The Authors and the Critics,” an examination of
Gaiman and Roger Avary’s screenplay for Beowulf
and its relationship to J.R.R. Tolkien’s seminal criticism of the epic, and Matthew Hills’s “What Ever
Happened to the Time Lord? Mythology and Fandom
in Neil Gaiman’s Contributions to Unfolding Texts,”
a chapter considering Gaiman’s contributions to the

transmedia of Batman, Babylon 5, and Doctor Who.
These essays intelligently discuss the nature of adaptation and contribution. Gaiman is far from the first
writer to write screenplays or television episodes, but
the habit among critics has been to marginalize or at
least downplay those writings compared to other
written works. Mythological Dimensions admirably
discusses Gaiman’s contributions to other creators’
myths and provides for its readers a way to generate
conversation about these sorts of contributions. Rather than minimizing the potential of these works,
these essays elevate them appropriately and articulately.
Much of the collection examines Gaiman’s canon
through the mythological motifs they most often embrace and explore. Tanya Carinae Pell Jones (in “‘It
Starts with Doors’”) discusses the recurring motif of
portals and doors, while Kristine Larsen (in “Through a
Telescope Backwards”) considers a motif of light and dark in
the texts. Larsen’s essay, examining as it does the dichotomy
of brightness and darkness,
makes an excellent companion
to Samuel Brooker’s “Fables
and Reflections,” a cleverly
written analysis of mirrors,
doubles, and duality throughout Neil Gaiman’s writing, a
thoroughly academic presentation which places Gaiman’s
writing in the context of the
great literary tradition of the
doppelgänger. The greater literary tradition of works incorporating and involving deities
is illuminated in essays by Camillo A. Gormigatti (in “The
Eternal Carnival of the Myth”,
which finds gods made commonplace), Tony Keen (in
“The Best Things Come in
Threes,” an effective discussion of Gaiman’s use of the
Triple Goddess in an essay which asks to be expanded), Lynn Gelfland (in “The End of the World as We
Know It,” which looks at the motif of old vs. new
gods in the context of end-of-the-world sagas), and
Harley J. Sims (in “Consorting with the Gods,” a
recognition of the intriguing poly-mythic world presented through Gaiman’s pan-pantheon, a good and
fruitful topic for discussion).
Further fruitful discussions abound in this collec-

tion. Leslie Drury’s “Gaiman: The Teller of Tales and
the Fairy Tale Tradition” thoughtfully frames the
subject in his place in the tradition of traditional story
-telling, turning a consideration of three fairy tale
adaptations into a consideration of the purpose of tale
-telling and the role of the author. Jessica Burke’s
“Women’s Magic: Witches and the Works of Neil
Gaiman” is an excellent example of an engaging and
thorough discussion, an erudite essay about Gaiman’s
use of the witch archetype in his works, an educational chapter which leaves the reader informed and energized about its topic. The collection ends with Colin
B. Harvey’s “The Playful Palimpsest of Gaiman’s Sequential Storytelling,” a strong final note which looks
at four examples of Neil Gaiman as a comic book
writer through their recall of mythological archetypes
and a stylistically deliberate misremembering as
needed by the author. Harvey’s
essay seems to end too soon, as
he begins to stoke the reader’s
imagination about further application of this approach with
other works and study.
Neil Gaiman’s body of
work is far from finished, so
one can hope that this is simply a first volume about his writings. While Harvey touches on
Marvel 1602, that comic series
offers many options for discussion of the use, conversion,
and adaptation of myth and
legend. Gaiman’s work as fancritic and fan-writer is seen
directly
and
indirectly
throughout his writings, and
the intersections of those roles
continue to provide material
for the scholar. Just as The
Graveyard Book shows influence from Kipling, Gaiman
wrote an excellent introduction to the recent collection
Rudyard Kipling’s Tales of Horror and Fantasy
(Pegasus, 2008), revealing a further potential angle for
study.
In his commencement address, Gaiman told the
graduates “Make glorious mistakes — make good
art.” Few would agree with the modest Gaiman’s declaration of prior mistakes, but most would agree he
has made good art. So too have these writers, as they
continue this excellent and engaging series. One wonders what good art the next volume will bring. ≡
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